
Watch as the warped minds of three Aussie audiophiles
turn up the dial on radio madness in this theatrical
thriller of talkbacks and wisecracks

Set in an outback town in the middle of nowhere, this is a tale of how a humble
country radio station grew to become one of Australia’s media juggernauts.
Better than your favourite true-crime podcast, this is real-world improvisational
AM banter at its finest. There’ll be shouting and cursing, live talkback and
celebrity scandals, interminable ad breaks and – just like your favourite station
back home – all the hits, all the time.

Told through the lives of three men – presenter, producer, and CEO – Arguing
On-Air is embarking on a time-bending journey through the decades. Revel in
the music that shaped a generation, and relive the news events that led to the
insane world in which we live today. Subverting narrative convention with their
dynamic and experimental use of audio, THSGD masterfully synthesise comedy
into hair-raising thriller.

Combining hometown radio with the joys of being stuck in a darkened room
surrounded by strangers and the soothing tones of an irate caller venting his
spleen about ‘the government’ – this show takes you on a journey of satirical
soundscapes.

Finally, a show that makes you feel like you’re stuck in traffic on your evening
commute.

THSGD is an Australian based company combining over 10 years years worth of
experience across a wide range of entertainment platforms. Simon Kaye has
been working in TV for 6 years, beginning with travel docs and currently working
in children TV shows (The Fo-Fo Figgily Show ). Matt Tribe has been working in
breakfast radio for the past 10 years as well as regularly performing in theatre
across Australia. Together, they are committed to pushing the boundaries of the
theatrical form with a biting tongue.
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body text word count
press release advertised start time 16:45
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press release advertised running time 0hr50

Kaye

+61 431 228 008

simonckaye@gmail.com
mdtribe@gmail.com

Simon

THSGD Productions

mob

Simon Kaye at THSGD Productions on +61 431 228 008 /
simonckaye@gmail.com

ten word blurb
An intricate and hilarious rollercoaster through time and sound.

twenty word blurb
Hurtle through musical history alongside journalists barely holding
themselves together. You’ll never look at a wireless the same again.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Gooooood morning, Edinburgh! Live from Studio B, THSGD Productions
presents, Arguing on Air! Talkback radio meets the stage in an intricate and
funny rollercoaster through time and sound. You’ll never look at a wireless
the same again.
fringe web blurb
Gooooood morning, Edinburgh! Live from Studio B, THSGD Productions
presents, Arguing on Air! Talkback radio meets the stage in this three-man
show: an intricate and funny rollercoaster through time and sound. Hurtle
through musical history alongside a trio of journalists barely holding
themselves together. There’ll be shouting and cursing, live talkback and
celebrity scandals, interminable ad breaks and just like your favourite station
back home: all the hits, all the time. It’s not all fun and fame though:
discover just how fragile a working relationship can be, and what it takes to
get a show back on track.

author
author display

show website
company website

16:45
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C viva, 130 George Street/Charlotte Square, venue 16
Dates               31 Jul-26 Aug (not 12)
Time 16:45 (0hr50)
Ticket prices £7.50-£9.50 / concessions £5.50-£7.50 / under 18s £3.50-£5.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com/2019/arguing on-air matthew

tribe and simon kaye thsgd productions australia theatre comedy
thriller

Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Simon Kaye at
THSGD Productions on +61 431 228 008 / simonckaye@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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Watch as the warped minds of three Aussie audiophiles
turn up the dial on radio madness in this theatrical
thriller of talkbacks and wisecracks

Set in an outback town in the middle of nowhere, this is a tale of how a humble
country radio station grew to become one of Australia’s media juggernauts.
Better than your favourite true-crime podcast, this is real-world improvisational
AM banter at its finest. There’ll be shouting and cursing, live talkback and
celebrity scandals, interminable ad breaks and – just like your favourite station
back home – all the hits, all the time.

Told through the lives of three men – presenter, producer, and CEO – Arguing
On-Air is embarking on a time-bending journey through the decades. Revel in
the music that shaped a generation, and relive the news events that led to the
insane world in which we live today. Subverting narrative convention with their
dynamic and experimental use of audio, THSGD masterfully synthesise comedy
into hair-raising thriller.

Combining hometown radio with the joys of being stuck in a darkened room
surrounded by strangers and the soothing tones of an irate caller venting his
spleen about ‘the government’ - this show takes you on a journey of satirical
soundscapes.

Finally, a show that makes you feel like you’re stuck in traffic on your evening
commute.

THSGD is an Australian based company combining over 10 years years worth of
experience across a wide range of entertainment platforms. Simon Kaye has
been working in TV for 6 years, beginning with travel docs and currently working
in children TV shows (The Fo-Fo Figgily Show ). Matt Tribe has been working in
breakfast radio for the past 10 years as well as regularly performing in theatre
across Australia. Together, they are committed to pushing the boundaries of the
theatrical form with a biting tongue.
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Watch as the warped minds of three Aussie audiophiles
turn up the dial on radio madness in this theatrical
thriller of talkbacks and wisecracks

Set in an outback town in the middle of nowhere, this is a tale of how a humble
country radio station grew to become one of Australia’s media juggernauts.

THSGD Productions Presents: Arguing On-Air.

The warped minds of three Aussie audiophiles are finally on display at the
2019 Edinburgh Fringe, bringing you the World Premiere of Arguing On-Air!

Using never-before-attempted techniques of stagecraft & technical wizardry,
talkback radio now meets the stage. This is history, people. It’s the format you
never knew you needed, combining the joys of being stuck in a darkened
room surrounded by strangers with the soothing tones of an irate caller
venting his spleen about “the government”. We know what you’re thinking –
“Finally, a show that makes me feel like I’m stuck in traffic on my evening
commute”.

Set in an outback town in the middle of nowhere, this is a tale of how a
humble country radio station grew to become one of Australia’s media
juggernauts. Better than your favourite true-crime podcast, this is real-world
improvisational FM banter at its finest. There’ll be shouting & cursing, live
talkback & celebrity scandals, interminable ad breaks and – just like your
favourite station back home – all the hits, all the time.

Told through the lives of three men – presenter, producer, and CEO – ‘Arguing
On-Air’ is a reminder of why video can never, ever kill the radio star. It’s a
show which pushes theatre to its limits, embarking on a time-bending journey
back through the decades. Revel in the music that shaped a generation, and
relive the news events that led to the insane world in which we live today.

This is about letting your ears guide your eyes. This is about why radio is king,
and how even the most humble presenter can be tainted by fame & fortune.
This is about who really creates the show, and the producer who is pushed to
his breaking point. This is about the man behind it all and his betrayal at the
hands of the people he trusted most. This is about glory and hubris; sacrifice,
and struggle.

This is a love-letter for radio, and why podcasts can never replace the DJ.

word count

company originaldevelopment
THSGD Productions Presents: Arguing On-Air.

The warped minds of three Aussie audiophiles are finally on display at the
2019 Edinburgh Fringe, bringing you the World Premiere of Arguing On-Air!

Using never-before-attempted techniques of stagecraft & technical wizardry,
talkback radio now meets the stage. This is history, people. It’s the format you
never knew you needed, combining the joys of being stuck in a darkened
room surrounded by strangers with the soothing tones of an irate caller
venting his spleen about “the government”. We know what you’re thinking –
“Finally, a show that makes me feel like I’m stuck in traffic on my evening
commute”.

Set in an outback town in the middle of nowhere, this is a tale of how a
humble country radio station grew to become one of Australia’s media
juggernauts. Better than your favourite true-crime podcast, this is real-world
improvisational FM banter at its finest. There’ll be shouting & cursing, live
talkback & celebrity scandals, interminable ad breaks and – just like your
favourite station back home – all the hits, all the time.

Told through the lives of three men – presenter, producer, and CEO – ‘Arguing
On-Air’ is a reminder of why video can never, ever kill the radio star. It’s a
show which pushes theatre to its limits, embarking on a time-bending journey
back through the decades. Revel in the music that shaped a generation, and
relive the news events that led to the insane world in which we live today.

This is about letting your ears guide your eyes. This is about why radio is king,
and how even the most humble presenter can be tainted by fame & fortune.
This is about who really creates the show, and the producer who is pushed to
his breaking point. This is about the man behind it all and his betrayal at the
hands of the people he trusted most. This is about glory and hubris; sacrifice,
and struggle.

This is a love-letter for radio, and why podcasts can never replace the DJ.

from copyform

Radio meets the stage
short blurb
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